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Fire is an international open-access journal about the
science, policy, and technology of vegetation fires
and how they interact with communities and the
environment. Fire seeks to provide a forum to help the
fire science community convey how we can live with
fire in a changing world. Fire seeks submissions from
interdisciplinary studies that take a pyrogeography
perspective of vegetation fires occurring in natural,
cultural, and industrial landscapes and how they
interact with communities in the science-policy
interface. Fire’s Editorial Board are widely recognized
international leaders. The journal emphasizes quality
and innovation and has a rigorous peer-review process.
I strongly recommend Fire for the rapid publication of
your innovative research publications and case studies.
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Author Benefits
Open Access Unlimited and free access for readers
No Copyright Constraints Retain copyright of your work and free use of
your article
Thorough Peer-Review
No Space Constraints, No Extra Space or Color Charges No restriction on
the length of the papers, number of figures or colors
Free Publication No Article Processing Charges (APC) for well-prepared
manuscripts submitted in 2017
Paper Types in addition to regular articles we accept Perspectives, Case
Studies, Data Descriptors, Technical Notes, and social science Monographs.

Aims and Scope
Fire (ISSN 2571-6255) serves as an international forum for
diverse scientific and practical knowledge to converge
in the interest of promoting more safe, effective, and
scientifically driven expertise in the policy, community
actions, and operational management of vegetation/
landscape fires. Fire publishes traditional research
papers, reviews, letters, and communications. Fire also
publishes Perspectives that encourage personal points
of view on emerging topics in fire science and Case
Studies that highlight significant fire events or examples
of governmental or community-based fire management.
Fire encourages methodological technical notes and data
descriptions to enable global cross-comparisons of core
science methods, data types, and fires. Fire publishes
extended monographs related to any aspect of fire science,
including the historical, policy, and social science aspects
of fire science and fire management.
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